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bunares
Plural of bunar.  He means well, pit or hole.  It is usually a drilling or deep excavation that is made in the ground
vertically to find water.  Deep well.  cistern.

bunas
Plural of buna .  Name of a lake soothing fish from Lake Malawi (fish of the Cichlidae family).  They are also called
mbunas.  They can be raised in aquariums.  Deciduous trees of Japan, called Japanese beech trees.  Its scientific name
is Fagus crenata of the family Fagaceae.  Type of Japanese oak .

bunde
Primitive musical rhythm of African origin (Sierra Leone) from which emerged the cumbia, mapale, and the bullerengue. 
Musical rhythm of the Colombian Pacific's funeral and slow type and name of the dances that accompany it.  Canto
caller, mortuary song, song of mourning.  It is especially used in funerals of children: initially it is sad and sorrowful, but
then it will brighten when considering that the soul has come to heaven.  Type of celebrations and street, typical of the
Department of Chocó in Colombia.  Rhythm musical andino in Colombia slow and soft.  Bunde is the anthem of the
Department of Tolima.  In Panama there is the Darienita Bunde, which is a song and Christmas tradition.  The Word as
such means mixture.

bungarus
It is the name of a genus of very venomous snakes from India.  They belong to the Elapidae family.  They are officlator
species, so they eat snakes.

bunjil
In the state of Victoria, Australia, it is the name of a deity, symbolized by the eagle.   Name of the Creator god, the
cultural hero and the ancestor of all the aborigines of victory in Australia.

bunsenina
In Chemistry and Mineralogy is the name of a mineral.  Name of a mineral is also known as krennerita or gold and silver
teluro ( Au , Ag ) Te2 .  It is from the rhombic system and has metallic brightness.

buntbock
It's a German term.  It is the name of a medium-sized African antelope.  It is also called bonteboc or bontebok.  Its
scientific name is Damaliscus pygargus and belongs to the Bovidae family.  It is very striking colors (hence its name,
because in German bunt, it means colorful).

bunya
In the Forestry Sciences it is a large coniferous tree.  It is known as Pino Bunya or also as Australian Araucaria.  Its
scientific name is Araucaria bidwillii and belongs to the family Araucariaceae.  Also in Australia is the name of a
mountain, mountain range or mountain range, which remains in southern Queensland.  They are part of Bunya National
Natural Park.  Name of an Australian National Park.

buña
It means moored, lumped or tied.  It comes from the French word bougna.  It is a typical dish of the Kanaka Indians in
New Caledonia.  It looks like a giant tamal.



buñe
In Colombia it is a brand of sweets.  Gypsy sweets.  In Gypsy language (caló), buñe means sweet, confected, jam,
candy.

buñuelesco
It may be referring to Buñuel, the Spanish filmmaker.  It can also mean colloquially, which looks like a fritter, which is fat
or panzón.  It has quite bulging waist.  It looks like a ball or a ball. 

bupresto
It is a word of Greek roots that means bull blow or ox murmur, ox snort.  It is the Spanishization of the name of a genus
of insects Coleoptera of the family Buprestidae (genus Buprestis).  The Buprestidae family is about 13. 000 species, all
phytophages and a high percentage of them harmful to agriculture and forestry activities.

buque
It means large vessel, boat or craft possessing helmet.

buquí
Person that eats very light and that almost did not chew food.  It is a short form of Bukkiah.  Descendant of Dan.  Son of
Jogli, descendant of Aaron and ancestor of Ezra (Bible).  Possible Hebrew priest at the time of the judges.  Ninada, trifle,
infantile, puerile, brat, Chinese, chamaco, Chinese guy, chamo, chiquillo, tu'nak, small, little boy, pelao.  Used in the
Caribbean.

bura
It is the name of a wasteland plant, which has medicinal and textile uses.  It is used to dye fabrics or also as an antibiotic
(it is quite effective).  It is also called St. John's wort, moor rosemary or rosemary.  Its scientific name is Hypericum
saricifolium and belongs to the family Hypericaceae.  In the mythology of Ancient Greece she was a nymph daughter of
Ion and Helix.  It was also the name of an ancient city of the Peloponnese, of the twelve that made up the Aquea
League.

buraca
It is the name of a Portuguese town, which belongs to the municipality of Amadora, which in turn is part of Greater
Lisbon.

buraco
In Colombia it is a card game that consists of making ladder.

burata
In Venezuela it is a way to call money counting and ringing.  Currency, banknote, silver circulating.  Effective, circulating.

buratillo
It is the name of a soft fabric of Persian origin.  Its fabric blends wool and silk for a soft fabric and colorful colors.

buratita
It's the name of a mineral.  It is also called an auricalite or oricalc.  It was formerly called Corinth copper.  It belongs to
the group of carbonates.



burán
It's a word of Turkish origin.  It is the name given in Central Asia to strong and stormy winds blowing from the north, they
are usually blizzards accompanied by snow.  It is a snowstorm, with the wind blowing from the north (Siberia) and
coming with the force of the gale to Central Asia.  They also tell the strong winds blowing in summer.

burba
It's a Russian surname.  Last name of a Russian character that was very important in the organization of industry and
education.  His full name was Alexander Adólfovich Burba.  His greatest expertise was on Chemistry and Metallurgy.  In
Italian means silly, naive or recruit.

burbaque
In Dominican it means jaleo, chaos, riot, Brawl, disorder, noise, scandal, shouting.  confusion.

burbuja
Soap bubble.  Transparent balloon filled with air or gas.  Bag or ball of gas or air moving inside a liquid.  In economics it
is a phenomenon that manifests itself with an accelerated, untimely, strong and prolonged rise in the price of a product. 
In Computer Science is an algorithm of sorting.  Isolation or confinement space to prevent infections. 

burbujeante
It means that it produces or emits bubbles.  It can refer to a sparkling wine, a champagne.  It allows the formation of
bubbles or spherites of air or gas, compressed within a liquid. 

burbujeos
It means it produces bubbles or small airbags.  Give gurgling, bobbing.  Sprout with foam. 

burbujota
It means a large bubble.  Augmentative of bubble.

burburaca
To say nothing, nobody, none, destruction.  In the somali language, it means destruction.

burcho
It is a large ship, dedicated to the transport of goods and passengers.  The word has Italian origin.

burckhardt
In Norwegian and Swedish means hard jar.  It's the name of a Moon Crater.  Burckhardt is also a surname of German
origin.  Last name of a Swiss historian, named Carl Jacob Burckhardt.

burda
It does not have good quality or that lacks softness.  It means rustic, ordinary, vulgar.  It can also mean rough, rude,
rude, rough, enough.

burdeles
Plural of brothel.  You mean brothels.



burdégano
It is the result of crossing a horse and a donkey or donkey, hybrid equine.  Mule, muleto, cemino.

burdo
It means rough, rough, rough, rude, rude.  It can also mean rustic, regular, tacky, uneducated.

burear
In Colombia it means snofing, teasing, having fun to someone else's ribs.  Joke, brag, laugh.

buren taino
It is a cooking instrument, dating back to indigenous times and which was adapted by enslaved Africans.  This consists
of a stove or a flat sheet of clay or sometimes metal.  Cassava was prepared there. 

burén
It is a platelet, plate or bowl, in which the Indians cooked cassava.  Initially they were terracotta, but currently there are
metal.  Flat pan.

burgalesa
Female burgalés.  It means native to Burgos, either referring to the Spanish city or the Province of the same name. 
Related to or resident in Burgos.  The name of a currency that circulated in that same region.

burgalés
It means that you are originally from the city of Burgos in Spain, or from the province that bears that same name. 
Resident or who relates to Burgos.

burgos
Burgos is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Burgos; is proper name )" being its meaning:<br>In Colombia
Burgos is a surname of Spanish origin.  Burgos is also a municipality, a city and a province of Spain.  Soft and fresh
sheep cheese, curd-like ( aqueous ).

burgueses
It means that they belong to the bourgeoisie.  Wealthy, wealthy, rich, reactionary, aristocrats.

burgundia
It was the name of a tribe of Germanic origin that inhabited the eastern region of Germany in present-day Worms
(Rhineland-Palaqtinate).  It was called that to its people and its territory.  It also covered part of Switzerland, Italy and
France.  It was also the name of a law that established a division of goods and territories between them and the Romans
in a federated manner.  Kingdom of the Burgundians .  The word burgundia over time was transformed into Burgundy. 
Although they were peaceful, at some point in history they snatched Mainz from the Romans.  Its last king was called
Gundemaro III.  Name of an asteroid . 

buriato
It is a minority ethnic group in central Asia of Mongolian origin.  It is the largest village in Siberia and is preferably
located in the Republic of Buryatia, which belongs to Russia.



burilla
It can mean butt, pucho.  Cigarette almost consumed in its entirety.

burillón
It is another of the many common names of a tree.  It is also called caobilla, yellowing, tinajito, coquito, carapelo,
congolo or cachimbo, is a species, belonging to the family Lecythidoideae.  Its scientific name is Couratari guianensis .

burio
It is more used burío.  It is one of the common names of Trees in Costa Rica.  from their barks are made strings.  It is
also known as jonote.  Its scientific name is Heliocarpus appendiculatus and it belongs to the malvaceae family
(subfamily Tiliaceae). 

burí
It is one of the common names of one of the largest palm trees in the world.  It can measure more than 25 meters in
height.  It is also known as buli, corifa or ceylon palm.  Its scientific name is Corypha umbraculifera and belongs to the
family Arecaceae.  It has the largest inflorescences in the world, as they can reach up to 8 meters and has millions of
tiny flowers, in addition to flowering only once in a lifetime in its cycle that can reach 80 years.  

burío
In Costa Rica and in general it is a tree.  Also known as jonote, its scientific name is Heliocarpus appendiculatus and
belongs to the malvaceae family (subfamily Tiliaceae).  From its bark ropes are made.  

burjaca
In several Central American countries it means backpack, back bag.  Kind of bag, usually leather that is worn on the
back, or tertiary on the shoulder.  It is also synonymous with zurrón, backpack or catafusa.

burka
It is a type of garment worn by Islamic women, especially in Afghanistan, which covers the head and body completely.  It
is also called Chador or Afghan shador.  Just leave a small mesh in front of your eyes so you can see. 

burladora
It means that he mocks, that he mocks.  That evades or avoids.  That deceives or confuses. 

burlar
In Colombia it is synonymous with dodging, dribbling, cheating, tricking, timar, haggling.  It can also mean evading,
avoiding, escaping.

burlarse
Unpleasant and offensive action with people who make a mistake, which fall or have a defect.  It is synonymous with
laugh, mock, befar, escarnecer, snap, rechiflar.

burletero
It means that he makes a lot of teasing or mocking.  Who laughs at others.  Chocarrero . 



burlista
Person who mocks others, burletero (is the form we use most in Colombia, with mockingness).  In Mexico they say
crasher.

burlón
Person who mocks or mocks others.  Chocarrero, burletero, burlist.

burnhamia-
It is the name of an asteroid (834).  It means dedicated to Burnham, in honor of Burnham, the surname of an American
astronomer named Sherburne Wesley Burnham. 

burocrático
bureaucracy .  This means that it refers to activities of an administrative nature.  That it is regulated by rules that
establish a rational order for distributing and managing the affairs that are proper to it.  In Colombia, it means that you
hold an official position for which you are not prepared or qualified. 

burócrata
To say that he sends or rules from an office.  Public employee, usually unprepared for it.  In Colombia are told lizards or
ties.

burra
The donkey female.  In Colombia we colloquially say chiva donkey or a bicycle. Burra is also the name that loggers,
carpenters and sawyers give to a plank of wood measuring 3 meters long, 30 centimeters wide and between 3 and 5 cm
thick.  Double table, Bulletin Board.  Used for concrete forms in construction.

burrada
It means action typical of a donkey and by extension of an animal.  Very clumsy action advanced by a person.  It means
stupidity, clumsiness, bullshit, idiocy, nonsense, sandness, nonsense, slobping, silly, stuttering, dumbness, skull.

burranco
It means raising a donkey.  Donkey, donkey, donkey, burrito.  Newborn baby donkey.

burreño
It is the result of crossing a horse and a donkey or donkey, hybrid equine.  Mule, mulet, cemino.  It's another way to call
the burgundy.

burrero
It means ordinary, coarse, coarse.   Who acts stubbornly.  Also breeder of donkeys or chicks. 

burrés
Idiocy, clumsiness, acting donkey.  Burrada, stupidity. 

burricada
In Colombia is a traditional and popular career of donkeys.  Carried out within the framework of festivities and they are



more intended to be humorous than sports.  The term is most used borricada or simply donkeys race.  In the majority of
cases is performed to pure hair, no saddle or reins, so often inexperienced riders fall off easily, what arouses the hilarity
of the public.

burriquero
A person who raises donkeys or uses for their day-to-day work.   In Colombia we also say borriquero.

burriquita
It is a traditional Venezuelan dance with origins in the colony.  It is also a jocular theatrical performance of popular roots
in several regions of Venezuela.  There are several forms depending on the region.  One of the best known nuances is
called guyanese burriquita.

burriquito
Diminutive of burro or donkey.  Donkey, donkey colt, small.  Breeding of the donkey.

burrito
Diminutive of burro.  Donkey.  Mexico is a very typical dish consisting of a rolled tortilla and fill.

burrito sabanero
In Colombia and Venezuela it is the name of a Christmas Song.  The full name is "Mi Burrito Sabanero" and is
composition of Hugo Blanco, Venezuelan.  It refers to a small burrito that trots down the savannah or the plain.

burro
In Colombia it is the male of the donkey, donkey, donkey, dapple, pollino, borrico.  It is awkward, but it is very strong and
resistant.  By extension the Word as an adjective is used and means foolish, bumbling, gross, ignorant, zopenco,
stubborn, stubborn.  We also use it as a synonym for bracket, frame.  Wooden frame of four legs that is used to
separate spaces on a road or in a parking lot.

burro mocho
In Colombia told mocho donkey which has no tail or has the ears (or a single) clipped a donkey or donkey.  It is the
stage name of Noel Petro, who is a Colombian singer of tropical music (which has a cropped ear).  His full name is Noel
Esteban Petro Henríquez and nacvio in Cereté, Córdoba Department.  It was very innovative to use an electric requinto
and alternating their presentations with bullfighting.  It is the name of a song by the same artist.

burrucha
In Central America it means savings.  Economy or money that is kept in the piggy bank.  It can also be a small latex ball.

burruntxi
It is a word of Euskera origin, which means liblelula, miss, dragon (odonate insect).  Burruntzi.

bursatilizacion
The correct term is stock marketization, with tilde.  In Finance is the process of Securitization or converting the Assets
into Securities, which act on the stock exchange market.   .  Issuance of securities backed by assets.  It is also called
Holding.



bursátil
It means relative to the stock market.  It is generally used in finance and refers to the Stock Exchange. 

bursitia
It is the encyclopedia ( overview of knowledge ) related to stock transactions and how to properly handle transactions in
the stock market. It is as a manual of guidance for investors.

bursitis
In medicine it is inflammation of the synovial pouches that are located in the joints. 

buruca
It means bulla, noise, screaming.  Noise caused by a usually enraged crowd.  Protest. 

burucuyá
It is the name of a town and a department in Argentina, in the Province of Corrientes.  Name of a climbing plant of the
family Passifloraceae.  It is also known as parchita, pasionaria or passion fruit or chinola.  Mburucuyá, blue
passionflower.  Its scientific name is Passiflora edulis or also Passiflora caerulea.  There are many similar species. 
Name given by a Guarani Cacique to a Spanish maiden who committed suicide with an arrow (Guarani Legend). 

burujina
It means entanglement, chaos, confusion, embelement.   Situation involving disorder and bewilderment.  Mess.

burujo
It means mess, disorder, entanglement, mess, confusion, chaos.  Stuff piled up in clutter.

burundangas
Plural of burundanga .  In Colombia we say mocking all hallucinogenic substances that seek to bend the will of the
victim.  They are substances that use criminals to steal easily and with the involuntary help of the affected.  It is also
called burundangas to plants from which you can extract this class of substances (beleño, belladonna, scopolia,
estramonius, brugmansia, drunkenness, cocoa sabanero), all of the Solanaceae family.  The most commonly used is
scopolamine or hyoscin a drug extracted from the drunken tree, which is very strong and nullifies the will of those
affected.  This plant is also known as savannah cocoa or floripondium (Brugmansia arborea, family Solanaceae).  It has
very strong tropanic alkaloids.  The main effect of these drugs is cinetosis (dizziness).

buruquena
It is a type of brown crab, freshwater.  It belongs to the family Pseudothelphusidae, It can be found in the Virgin Islands
and Puerto Rico.  Its scientific name is Epilobocera sinuatifrons. 

bururnuco
It is the common name of a wood tree of Cuba.  It is very fine wood and reddish.  Cuban fine wood.

burusa
It's a word used in Venezuela, it means borona, crumb, pite, tris, small part of a thing.  Minimum fraction. 



burusca
It means crumb, crumb, borona, morona, very small thing, trifle, particle.  Small parts of bread.  This term is used like
this, in Costa Rica. 

buruza
It is similar to chip. Small, low value, triviality, inane thing. It is used in the part West of Venezuela, specially in
Maracaibo and Colombia Norte de Santander.

burúes
It means originating from Buru, one of the Moluccas Islands.  It is also a Yoruba word meaning black, dark-skinned.  It is
the name of a Brazilian Aboriginal people in the Upper Solimoes, State of Amazonas.  They live in a reserve of the Vale
do Javari (Jabarí Valley).

bus
In Colombia public service vehicle that transports many passengers within cities (urban service).  Bus, omnibus.  Those
who travel from one municipality to another are called fleets or intermunicipal buses.  In Mexico they call it a truck.  In
computer science it is a digital system that allows the transfer of data between the components of a computer (from bit
to bit). 

bus escalera o mixto
Transport system widely used in southwestern Colombia and especially by indigenous peoples, They carry many
passengers, even on top of the vehicle, animals and cargo.  We also call them chivas. 

busa
It is the name of a very beautiful lagoon in Cuenca Ecuador.

buscabullas
Colombia wants to say buscaruidos, bully, lump sum, trolling, rinoso, rencilloso, bold, aggressive, troublemaker.

buscapié
Colombia is a Fireworks game turns and leaves giving cans on the floor.  They also say buscaniguas.  By extension, in
football, is called buscapies strong and creeping shot girl area in order to find a Finisher or a rebound that generates
goal.

buscaruidos
A person who likes to meddle in every fight.  Grumblers, bully, bully, rinoso, noisy.

buses
Plural of bus .  In Colombia it is a type of public transport service, which can carry up to 50 seated passengers.  If it is
intermunicipal they can be called buses or fleets.  In Mexico they are called trucks.  Other common names are buses,
colectivos, guaguas, autobuses or omnibuses. 

buseta
In Colombia it is a class of public service transport whose vehicle is a smaller type of bus than usual.  It has a capacity
between 18 and 20 passengers.  Small bus.  Diminutive bus .



busgo
In Mexico it means tragón, comelon, gluttonous.  Person who eats in an inordinate way. 

bushel
It is an English measure used for the grain trade.  Currently almost in disuse due to its complexity of conversions and
the differences that are among those used in the United States, Britain and other English-speaking countries, and even
more by differences of measures from one grain to another.  By way of example in United States a bushel of oats is 32
pounds and 34 Canada; for the 34, 48 normal barley malted barley, maize 56 and 60 soy and wheat.  In Great Britain
are: 25 pounds for corn and 27 for wheat and soy.  It is taken more as a measure of mass and what if they are in
agreement is that a bushel equals 8 gallons (but for each gallon or jar is of different size, here is the complexity).  Even
the English used a bushel, as equivalent to fanegada (surface measure).  By this and many other reasons it is more
better to use the metric system.

bushná
It is one of the common names given in Mexico to a plant in the family Araceae.  The scientific name is Spathiphyllum
friedrichsthalii.  It is also known by other names such as cartridge, white flag, cradle of Moses, white Cove, Peace Lily,
peace flower, candle in the wind.  This plant has a sword cylindrical, which brings some green flies, which is introduced
in a jar with alcohol generated a very pleasant scent in their flowers.

busilis
It means core , quid , period , touch .  Relevant point in which lies the difficulty of the matter in question. 

businessman
It's an English language word that means entrepreneur, businessman. 

busté
It is more indicated vusté, with v .  Common way of peasants say you, in some areas of Colombia (especially in the
Coffee Axis).  Buste, without tilde, is the name of a municipality in Spain, in the Province of Zaragoza.

busto
It is a type of sculpture, usually metal or marble which represents a distinguished personage.  Head or top of a carved
body.  Chest, breast, chest, breasts, breasts.

bustona
Augmentative bust, large bust.  Busty. 

busú
Busu or busuu is the name of an almost vanished dialect spoken in Cameroon.  It is also an application and a web page
that is used to improve the knowledge of several languages.

but
But is a word of the English language and means but.  It is a Latin prefix meaning four in chemistry.

buta
Buta or gutta-percha is a tree of the Euphorbiaceae family. Its latex is used as a laxative, too much is toxic. First golf



balls were manufactured with this latex. Butha in Hindi is phantom. Leader, Chief, Mandon, organic chemistry Capo.En
is a prefix that means four. Four predominantly.  Butane is the alkane that has four carbons and its formula is C4H10.

butaca
In Colombia is a Chair that lacks arms or arms and has no backrest.   Small chair, stool, stool.  A theatre or a cinema
Chair.  Banking or a stadium or a sports Coliseum Chair.

butacón
In Colombia is a very large stool, a very large armchair.  Aumnetativo of stool (a).  In Colombia armchair or stool is a
wooden chair, small and no arms and backrest.

butago
It means drunk, drunk, drunk, drunk, pulled, Myhotcomments.

butaque
It is a small wooden seat with a sloping back.  It can also be a full or one-piece swimsuit.

butaquito
Diminutive butaco.  In Colombia it is a small wooden chair.  It usually lacks back.

buteo
It is one of the common names of a bird of prey of medium.  Know them also with the names of buzzards, busardos,
hawks or area.  Buteo, in zoology is the name of a genus of birds of prey in the Accipitridae family.

butha
Butha is incorrectly written, and should be written as Butha-Buthe.  being its meaning: the correct term is Butha-Buthe. 
It is the name of a town and a district in Lesotho.  Africa.

butifarra
In Colombia it is a very typical class of sausage in Barranquilla.  Sausage composed of minced pork seasoned with salt,
pepper and sometimes other spices.

butifarrero
In Colombia and especially in Barranquilla: person who like to eat sausages.  Also a person that he manufactures or
trade the sausages.  Container in which are placed the sausages.  Place where there are many sausages.

butifarrón
Augmentative butifarra.  Big butifarra.  Sausage composed of minced pork seasoned with salt, pepper and sometimes
other spices.

butiracético
In chemistry it is the name of an acid.  Acid that is composed of butyric acid and acetic acid.  It is found in fermented
products.



butiral
It is an industrial obtaining chemical compound, which results from mixing polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) with butiraldehyde.  It
is used in the glass industry.  It is also called polyvinyl butiral or PVB.

butirato
In Chemistry it is a fatty acid, meaning it contains fat.  It is the conjugate basis of butyric acid or butanoidic acid.  Used to
conform names of salts and esters.  It is also called butanoate.  It is of great importance in the intestine.

butirina
It is a chemical (ester), which is found in the fat or butter of the cow.  It is composed of butyric acid and glycerol.  Liquid,
colourless substance that is part of butter and is transparent.

butirómetro
It is a device to measure fat content.  It is used in the dairy industry.

buto
It was the name of an ancient city of Lower Egypt, located in the Nile Delta.  It was close to Alexandria.

butomo
It's a Russian surname.  Last name of a Russian singer, named Olga Butomo (mezzo-soprano).  In Botany it is one of
the common names of aquatic plants, also called reeds.  They belong to the family Botumaceae.  It is the Spanishization
of the genus Butomus, which in Latin means reed.

butori
In Argentina it is a surname, of Italian origin and most common in the Province of Córdoba.  Last name of an Argentine
boxer and athlete, named Rodolfo.  There is also this surname in the State of Montana in the United States.

butronero
He is a type of thief who is characterized by making holes in walls, walls, ceilings or doors to manage to make his
misdeeds.  They are also often called boxers. 

butrón
Drilling or hollow that is made for illicit purposes in a wall, wall or ceiling.  Excavation or tunnel to steal. 

butte
It is not a word in the Spanish language. It is a word of the English language which means dam, paredon, dam
engineering. In Colombia the Prairie farmers say cover.

butua
It is the name of an ancient kingdom south-east of modern Zimbabwe.  It was also known as Butwa.  Its capital was
Khami.

butucú
Name of a dance that simulates a battle between two sides or biases between Bolivian indigenous people.  It is typical



of the indigenous Chiquitanos.  They use dates with their tips covered with wax balls.  It is typical at the festivities of La
Candelaria in early February.

butúa
It is the name of a plant of medicinal uses.  Its scientific name is Cissampelos pareira and belongs to the family
Menispermaceae.  It is also called abuta, alcotan, curalin, huaco or laghu patha.  It serves as a diuretic and for stomach
pain.

buty
In Polish it means shoe, footwear.  In Colombia it is a diminutive and apocopada and colloquial way of saying butifarra a
famous coastal sausage.

buu
Onomatopoeia used to scare.  Voice of the ghost.

buxu
Buxu is incorrectly written, and should be written as "El Buxu" being its meaning:<br>The Buxu is the name of a cave
with cave art that is located near the town of Cardes, at 40 Asturias; 41 Spain;. There are paintings and utelsilios made
of flint.

buyir
The correct term is bullir, with ll.  It means stirring a liquid by the heat.  Boil, move, shake the water particles, forming
bubbles by heat.  It is also a pressing movement of a lot of animals.

buyucu
It's a Turkish word meaning magician, sorcerer, sorcerer.  Turkish translation of the novel by John Fowles, whose
original name is The Soceress (The Magus).  In southern Colombia means tied, package, bitterness.

buz
It means kiss, osculus.  Doing the diver is an act of reverence and recognition to someone important.  Ademan of flattery
or flattery.

buza
It means that it tilts downwards, referred to from the ground or from a tectonic plate (Geology).  Inflection of buzar, which
means bending, sinking.  Name of a fermented and intoxicating drink highly appreciated by black people. 

buzamientos
It is a term used in geology, which indicates the degree of slope of a rocky strata.  Along with the direction or course are
very important to determine the landslides in mass of a geological fault.

buzarda
It is each of the pieces of wood, curves, that make up the skeleton or frame of a ship.

buzón



It can be called mailbox to a box where letters , mail or papers are deposited.  It is also called the opening or slot that
has said box where the cards are inserted.  In Computer Science it is the part of the mail that receives the messages
they send us. 

bu´pu
BU´Pu is incorrectly written and should be written as "Nisiaba '' bupu." being its meaning:<br>It is the same foam atole. 
It is a mixture of corn and cocoa in a traditional drink.  The correct term is nisiaba '' bupu.  Atole of corn and cocoa
sparkling, traditional Oaxaca ( 41 Mexico;.

búcara
In Colombia it is a way to call a woman born in Bucaramanga or resident in Bucaramanga, It uses more bumanguesa . 
The term is most commonly used, to identify the fans of the Atlético Bucaramanga team, who are known as the
canaries.

búcaras
In Colombia, the bucaras are the seeds or fruits of the tree called Bucaro.  This leguminous tree of pod fruit has many
other names such as Cachimbo, pisamo, anaco, barratuzca, cantagallo, cambulo, balu or balucito.  They are very
nutritious and edible fruits.  Its scientific name is Erytrina fusca and is of the family Fabaceae. Anaco was the first word
that I wrote for this dictionary.

búcaro
One of the common names in Central America and the Caribbean is the Alcaraban or stone curlew.  Dara.  Its scientific
name is Burhinus bistriatus and belongs to the family Burhinidae.

búfer
In chemistry, it is also called a chemical buffer or buffer.  It is a system consisting of a weak acid and its conjugated
base, or a base and its conjugated acid that has buffering capacity, i.e., it can oppose large changes in pH (at a specific
margin) in an aqueous solution.  It is also called a buffer solution.  In computer science, it is a memory space, in which
data is stored temporarily, usually for a single use. 

búlica
It means yellowish, pale, whitish tess.  For hens, yellow plumage hens and white pints.  It is also called the buffalo to a
hen without tail, or with very short tail, colimocha, bolola.

búlico
Mean beige, pale, whitish teas.  For hens, chickens of yellow plumage and white spots.  It is also called bulico a rooster
tail, or with very short tail, colimocho, bololo.

búlidos
It is the Spanishization of the term Bullidae, which is the name of a family of marine molluscs.  They are known as
bubble shells.  They are marine snails (gasteropod molluscs), which are herbivores, their feeding is basically of
seagrass.   .  Its shells have a domed, bulging, almost spherical shape.

búlique
Rooster of showy plumage.  Colorful plumage.  It is a term used in Central America.  In Colombia we use it to identify a
fine or fighting rooster that has light colors such as white and yellow.  It is actually a galicism, which led to the word of



the buccaneer.

búnker
It's a way to call an underground shelter, usually to protect yourself from bombing.  Very protected site. 

búsqueda
It means research, investigation, consultation, inquiry.  Search action.  Inquiry , examination . 

by-pass
It is an English language term that translates into passing, detour, variant.  The most precise definition is: alternating
path that is installed to avoid or dodge a barrier or block.  It is more suitable to use baipás , although the term is already
accepted by the SAR.   The term can be used in Electronics and also in Medicine.  In Medicine it is synonymous with
diversion channel, as it can be handled in terms such as coronary bypass or gastric bypass.

byblis-
A character from Greek Mythology, a nymph also known as Bublis or Biblis.  She was the daughter of Miletus (son of
Apollo) and fell in love with Caunus, a grandson of Apollo (and his twin brother).  It was transformed into a fountain. 
Name of a genus of butterflies in the family Nymphalidae .  In Botany, the name of a genus of carnivorous plants native
to Australia and belonging to the family Byblidaceae.  Name of an asteroid (199). 

bylazora
Also called Vilazora or Vylazora .  It is the name of an ancient city of Peonia, which was located on the territory of
present-day Macedonia, near Knezhje.  Bylazora is also in Entomology the name of a genus of moths in the family
Geomtridae.

byrebistas
Also called Birebistas, Burebistas or Berebistas, he was the first king to round up Getas and Dacians in Danube lands.

byrgius
It is the name of a group of Craters of the Moon.  They are considered to be the product of various meteorite impacts,
called astroblemas.  Moon satellite craters.

byrigante
Name of one of the roads or roads used by the ancient Romans in Gaul.

byronismo
It means doctrine that follows the postulates of Lord Byron, which is based on egocentrism.  English romantic poetic
movement, initiated by George Gordon Byron (Lord Byron), which is based on narcissism.

byssus
It is most indicated in Biso Spanish.  In Latin it means sea silk or sea silk.  It is the name of a natural fiber that is
extracted from molluscs such as mussels or nacra.

bytybajk



Devil of Hispania.  Name of a book by Julio Mangas Manjarrés .  Bitibajk is also used.  Damn it, devil.

byzas
It was also called Bizas or Bizante.  He was a king of Megara, son of King Niso.  He was the founder of Byzantium, a
postponement known as Constantinople and Istanbul.  According to Greek mythology, Bizas was the son of Poseidon
and the nymph Ceróesa.

byzeres
Name of a village that lived near the shores of the Black Sea, south of the Caucasus.  In Entomology it is also a butterfly
class of the family Riodinidae (genus Calospila).

býsios
It was the name of the seventh month in the Delphi calendar.

c
Letter submultiples used in the metric system, which means the hundredth part of.  It always goes before the respective
unit.

caá
CAA in guarani language means grass.  CAA cati mean grass with much fragrance, fragrant grass, very intense aroma
of grass.  Herb Mate or Yerba Mate.

caángay
In southern Brazil, Paraguay and northern Argentina (Chaco Region) is the common name of a toxic plant.  It belongs to
the family Asteraceae.  In Guaraní language it means water watertgrass plant or water watert grass.  It is toxic and has
medicinal uses.  It is also known in the region as caápétay.  In Colombia we say chiva, vhiba or hemosstatic plant, in
Costa Rica Santa Lucia (and many more names) and in Brazil quebrapedra.  Its scientific name is Ageratum
conyzoides.  this plant has many regional names in every country in South and Central America.  

caápetay
In southern Brazil, Paraguay and northern Argentina (Chaco Region) is the common name of a toxic plant.  It belongs to
the family Asteraceae.  In Guaraní language it means water watertgrass plant or water watert grass.  It is toxic and has
medicinal uses.  It is also known in the region as caángay.  In Colombia we say chiva, chiba or hemosstatic plant, in
Costa Rica Santa Lucia (and many more names) and in Brazil quebrapedra.  Its scientific name is Ageratum
conyzoides.  this plant has many regional names in every country in South and Central America. 

cabalas
cabalas is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Cabals" being its meaning:<br>Mystical interpretations of things
or writings in Judaism. Superstitions, calculations and guesswork.

cabalgadura
It is a way of referring to beasts that can be finished or mounted.  Steed, mount, horse, mule, donkey, beast.

caballadas
Plural of mackerel.  Groups of horses, herds of horses.  It can also mean barbarities, foolishness, nonsense, animals,



brutalities, stupidities.  Stupid things.  It can even be a dish prepared with mackerel (fish of the Scombridae family, also
called verdel).

caballeriza
In Colombia's Eastern Plains, the group of horses in a herd is said to be stable.  Horseback.  It is also the name of the
shed or stable where horses are kept and all the items to ride.

caballería
In Colombia is a branch of the army.  It is divided into light cavalry, formed by the troops mounted on horseback and the
heavy cavalry which is comprised of artillery and armored equipment.

caballero
Mean hidalgo, educado, noble man, Lord, honorable, loyal, decent, galante, fine.

caballero andante
It is one of the ways as Don Quixote de la Mancha is known, also called "El Caballero Hidalgo"

caballete
It is a type of frame generally made of wood and with a gradable inclined plane, which serves as a support, widely used
by painters.  Tiny and derogatory of horse.   It was also a type of flat, inclined, adjustable platform where torture was
done.  Top of a roof.  Top of a groove .  Burrete .  In some it is a way of calling the insects odonates, anisoptera or
dragonflies. 

caballetes
It is the name of the stands where the painter puts your pictures or paintings.  Tripods.  Top or top of a roof.  Watershed.
 Prominence of the nose.  In zoology is the keel of the birds.  Wooden frame that serves to support boards, donkey or
burrete of wood.

caballicero
In Colombia, especially in the Eastern Plains, person in charge of the care of the cavalry (or horses). 

caballista
Person who is dedicated to the breeding of paso fino horses, or who like to display them.  Rider or horse breeder.

caballito
Caballito is the name of a Popular and central district of Buenos Aires, Argentina.  Hippocampus, pony.  Caballito in
Colombia is a leap that made the children playing on the shoulders of his friends.  Children's games.  Carousel. 
Diminutive of horse.  In Colombia also said her horse or horse of the devil to a Dragonfly.

caballito de acero
In Colombia it is a popular way to call the bicycle. 

caballitos del diablo
Colombia is another name given to the dragonflies or mojaculos.



caballo
It is a mammal domesticated family of equine or equidae ( Equidae ).  It is very useful as a beast of burden and to chair (
) assemble.  Even used in sports as mla riding ( Equestrian ) and to make therapies 40 disabled; Hippotherapy ).  Key
the chess piece that moves in L.  Steed, mocho, bridon, cuaco, equine, nag, taparo.  Its scientific name is Equus ferus
caballus ).

caballo enclenque
Skinny horse malnourished, skinny, no strength.  Táparo.

caballón
It means small mound of dirt or parrot of the groove that leaves a plow, or also that forms with the azadon.  On it are
planted the plants of a crop.  It can also be a horse augmentative.  Horse, horse.  In the rice guild is the mound that
forms gutters to facilitate irrigation of the crop.

cabanga
For the Ticos it means melancholy, nostalgia, sadness, longing.  Miss or remember someone.  It is also the name of an
African locality in Angola.  Name of a town in Costa Rica, in the Province of Alajuela.  Name of a Panamanian sweet
made with green papaya, coconut and honey. 

cabaña
It is a type of construction usually intended for housing and made with logs of rolled wood.  Wooden house.  Hut.

cabañuela
Mean prediction, omen, omen.  Supposed way to know as it will be the climate of each month of the year, according to
as you have the time every day in the order of the first twelve days of the year.  Derogatory and diminutive cabin. 
Cottage badly or poorly built.

cabarete
Cabarete is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Cabarete; It's proper name )"being its
meaning:<br>Cabarete, is the name of a sector or a Municipal District, belonging to Sosua, Puerto Plata province in the
Dominican Republic. It is a tourist site, with very beautiful beaches of white sand.

cabdell
Cabdell in catalan means ball, roll, Hank, ball (of thread).

cabeceada
Inflection of pitching.  It can be a given blow with the head (e.g. to a ball) or also an involuntary movement of the head
when you are sleepy. 

cabecera
Soft cloth bag and fluffy filling, usually rectangular in shape, where the head is supported for sleeping.  It is also usually
called a pillow or faceruelo.  Relative to the head.  Main and urban part of a municipality. 

cabecidura
In Colombia it means rebellious, resilient, stubborn, tenacious, stubborn.  Woman who works stubbornly, stubbornly. 



Capricious, difficult, porfiada, stubborn, uncompromising. 

cabeciduro
In Colombia it means stubborn, stubborn, stubborn, stubborn.  It also means uncompromising, rebellious, capricious.

cabecirojo
It means it has a red or red head.  In Colombia it can be a bird (which is also called torito and its scientific name is
Eubucco bourcieri ) or also a class of hen or scavenger bird (also called maura, urubu, jote, aura tiñosa and its scientific
name is Cathartes aura).  Person who has red hair (in this case they are also often called redheads).  Colloquially, a
match or match. 

cabecirrojo
It means red head.  It is the name of several birds that have as characteristic having red head.  It is also said that way to
a person who has red hair (it is actually orange).  They are also called phosphorite.  Person who has rutileism or
erythrism.

cabellon
The correct term is cabellón, with tilde.  In Colombia it means a lot of hair, that it has a lot of hair and is long.  Populated
hair.  Long hair.  Melenudo, mechudo.

cabellos
It means mane, hair, hair. 

cabellos como hilos de plata
Gray hair, silver hair.   Bright grey hair.

cabellote
Increased hair.  Hair, mane, lighter.  Abundant or populated hair.  Very long and well-kept hair.

cabesipelon
cabesipelon is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Cabecipelon" as meaning:<br>The correct term is
cabecipelon ( c and 41 tilde;. Means with shaved head, his head bare, devoid of hair. Calvo, alopecico, cabecipelado,
pelon, shaved.

cabete
It means lace or metal cord tip.  Horseshoe . 

cabetes
Plural of head.  It is a derivative and derogatory of Cape.  It can be a way to call the holes or tips of the laces or long,
thin strings.  Diminutive of cape, which means rope, loop or rope.  Strong ropes used in boats and yachts.

cabeza
In Anatomy, upper body consisting of skull bones.  Testa, skull, cacumen, sesera, meste, intelligence, brain, talent.  It
can also mean guide, leader, boss, director.  On the other hand it can indicate element of a species : individual,



exemplary, res , person, moving, animal.  In many cases it is used to indicate start, start, origin, prologue, birth or going
on the front.  It also denotes important range : center , capital , header .

cabeza de candado
In Colombia it is one of the common names of a venomous snake.  It is also called cocoa, parrot, bell, yellow cordon,
tree equis, eyelash viper or cold earth viper.  In Central America it is also called bocaracá or crótalo cuckold.  Its
scientific name is Bothriechis schlegelii and belongs to the family Viperidae .

cabeza de familia
A person on whom the obligation to support a family lies.  A person who works and assumes the responsibilities of a
home. 

cabeza de fila
Person who has the turn to be treated.  In Colombia people having the first innings between those who expect an
attendance.  Front side of a row, queue, or row.  First in line, number, String, or succession.

cabezalero
It is the person who was in charge of collecting the payments of the tenant farmers, to be delivered to the owner of the
land.  Testamentary.  It is also a surname of Spanish origin.  Surname of a Spanish Baroque painter, named Juan
Martín Cabezalero.  He was born in Almaden and died at the age of 40. 

cabezas
In Colombia is a surname of Spanish origin.  It is also the number of livestock from a herd.  Plural of head.  Skulls.

cabezona
It is an augmentative of head.  In Bighead Colombia means that it is complicated, it is something that must be analyzed
carefully.  It requires study.

cabezuda
It has a large, big-headed head.  Also in Colombia he is a stubborn and intransigent person.  It is one of the names
given to a marine and river fish also known as abichón, piarda, pejereye, sula or chirrete.  Its scientific name is Atherina
presbyter.  it belongs to the family Atherinidae.  They are of little economic value and are also known as tinicalo. 

cabezudo
In Colombia it means Cabezón, porrudo, Pochard, large head.  It also means difficult, difficult, difficult.  Used to denote
requirement analysis, which requires prior study, which is not so easy to make the decision.  Delicate, analysis. 
Stubborn.

cabiay
It is another common name that is given to the capybara capybara in Colombia.  It also says capybara, capybara,
capybara.  It is the larger worldwide rodent.  Belongs to the family Caviidae and its scientific name is Hydrochoerus
hydrochaeris.

cabida
It can mean extension or surface .  Volume, capacity, content, capacity .  Space or ability that has one thing or vessel to



contain another.  Fit inflection.  It means containing, locking up.

cabildo
In Colombia is synonymous with Council.  Representatives of the community who legislate in a municipality.

cabimero
He is a person who lives lying down, which aims to others to maintain it without doing anything.  Playboy Channel
caretaker, parasite, gorron, drone, gandul, rogue, sablero, goterero, irresponsible and maintained.  Sponge.  A name
used for the nacudis, resident is also i related to Cabimas (Venezuela).  Cabimense.

cabina
It's one of the ways to call the inside of an airplane or a ship.  Fuselage, cockpit.  Part of a plane where crew and
passengers go. 

cabinera
In Colombia it is one of the ways to call a flight attendant or flight attendant. 

cabineras
It is another way of referring to flight attendants or flight attendants.  Flight attendants.  Plural cabinera . 

cabinero
In Colombia it is a way to call a flight attendant or stewardess.  Male cabinera (stewardess).  Also person who rents
telephone booths. 

cabinza
It is one of the common names of a marine fish of the Pacific coasts of South America.  Its scientific name is Isacia
conceptionis and belongs to the family Haemulidae.  They also tend to be called cavinsa, cavinza, donkeys and grunts. 
By its name, there is an archipelago, consisting of several small islands, opposite Callao, in Peru, called Islands
Cavinzas.

cabiros
Group of deities of the underworld in ancient Greek mythology (deities Ctonicas or telluric).  .  Also, cabirios is called. 
They were associated with metallurgy.  Axiero, Axiocersa, and Cadmillus (Cadmilo) were one of the cabirios or more
named cabeiri.  Very ancient languages the word meant big, giant, outlaws or looters.

cabite
The correct term is cavite, with v.  It is the action or effect of cavitation.  In Physics it is a phenomenon or hydrodynamic
effect that occurs when bubbles or vapour cavities form in a fluid and are vacuum sucked in.  Cavitation inflection. 
Cavite is also the name of a city in the Philippines.  It is also the name of a Province and Peninsula in the Philippines. 

cabizbundo
It is a colloquial way in Colombia to say cabizbajo or meditabundo (the two words are mixed).  We also combine it with
meditabajo, with the same sense.



cable
Formerly a kind of communication through which news is remitted.  Cable.  It is also the name of a thread electric,
usually of copper and coated with plastic or rubber.  Rope.  It can also be a transmitter of light beams or light (optical
fiber) or simply a metal thick rope.  In Colombia to a thick steel cable we tell guaya.

cable operador
Cable operator, means company dedicated to disseminate or transmit television signal by cable or satellite way.

cableado
It has cable forna.  It also means that it is transmitted through cables or networks. 

cabo
In Colombia it is a military and police rank of non-commissioned officers.  It is also a type of geographical feature
equivalent to a point or end of land protruding above the sea.  Exdtremo of a rope, tip or end of a rope.  End, rope, tip,
rope, string. 

cabombo
It is called cabombo, generally every aquatic plant or grass that lives submerged.  They belong to the genus Cabomba
and the family Cabombaceae.

cabos
It is the plural of Cape.  Mean rope, rope, twine, cord.  In Colombia it is lower degree of the sub-oficialidad of the army. 
It is also a geographical accident in which, a tip of land juts into the sea.

cabotaje
It is the carrying capacity of a ship, represented in passengers, baggage, products or goods.  It is valid for boats and
planes.  It is also the transport in ships between a port and an airport, but within 40 countries; flights or internal
navigation, domestic ).  Capacity of a cabin.  Activity of small boats to help unload goods of large vessels that must
anchor far from the port.

cabra
In Colombia and especially in the Department of Santander it is a surname of Spanish origin.  Name of a Spanish town
and a river, in the Province of Córdoba.  There is also the Cabra River in Asturias and Cantabria.  Pet belonging to the
Bovidae family.  Its scientific name is Capra aegagrus hircus .  There are two fish also called goat: the Serranus cabrilla,
the Serranidae family ( cabrilla ) and the Helicolenus dactylopterus, of the family Scorpaenidae (scorpion, rocote,
scorporeal).

cabrales
Cabrales is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Cabrales; is proper name )" being its meaning:<br>Cabrales
is a surname of Spanish origin that exists in Colombia.

cabrear
Juggling or jumping, like a goat.  Walk through hard-to-reach terrain.  It also means distrusting, suspecting, feeling
insecure, behaving, having or feeling malice. 



cabreña
It is the gentile of a person born in the city of Cabra in the Province of Córdoba, Spain.  It is also called egrabense (it is
because the ancient Roman name of this city was Igabrum). 

cabrera
It can mean goat shepherd.  is a surname of Spanish origin.  Name of a Colombian municipality in the Department of
Cundinamarca .  Name of an island and a Small Spanish Archipelago belonging to balearic islands. 

cabresto
cabresto is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Halter" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is halter.  Meek
ox who heads the torada.  Beef that guide the herd.  Strings that bind the beasts head to make them or take them.  Rein.
 Guide, Godfather, rein.

cabrilla
In Colombia is synonymous with crank or steering of any type of vehicle.  Diminutive of goat.

cabrillas
Plural of cabrilla .  In Colombia crank, rudder.  Also the name of a fish, also known as goat, Its scientific name is
Serranus cabrilla and belongs to the family Serranidae.

cabriola
It means maroma, somersault, fast turn.  Artistic jump that the dancers do. 

cabrita
Diminutive goat.  Small goat, goat breeding.  In Colombia it means brincona, restless.

cabritas
It is the name they give to the crispetas or popcorn.  In Central America they are called poporopos.  Plural and
diminutive of goat . 

cabrito
Diminutive of goat (male goat, Capra aegagrus hircus).  Goat's breeding, so named until about 4 months of age.  Small
goat.  It is the name of a typical dish from the Department of Santander in Colombia and consists of the preparation of
the meat of a lactating goat's calf.  It's also a way of calling a man a victim of infidelity.  Cuckold.  . 

cabro
Goat male.  Domestic mammal, male, of the family Biovidae and of the genus Capra (subfamily Caprinae).  In Chile
means child, teenager.  In Colombia it means foolish child or brincón.  In Colombia also goat.  chivato, cabro or cabrito
is a typical dish made with goat meat.  Pepitoria.

cabroia
cabroia is incorrectly written, and should be written as "CAPROIA" as meaning:<br>I think that they ask for CAPROIA, is
the acronym for the box of professionals in engineering, architecture, surveying, agriculture, and other professions, in 40
Argentina; Missions ).



cabronadas
Filth, junk.  Acts badly made or with malicious intent.  Nonsense.  Acors or actions of a bastard ( Dirty, dirty, cheat ) 
Villanies, traps.

cabuche
In Mexico, cabuche is the fruit of a cactus that are called or known as Jazmine.  Regrowth from the same plant, adding
that sugar is a sweet called Citron.

cabuérniga
It is the name of a Spanish locality, in the Autonomous Community of Cantabria.  Name of a valley in Cantabria on the
course of the Saja River.

cabula
cabula is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Cabula" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is Cabula.
Person making traps and who says things with double meaning, in order to confuse. Cheat, con man, enganero.

cabuliwallah
The correct term is Kabuliwala.  It is the name of a story written by Rabindranath Tagore.  It tells the story of a merchant
in Kabul who traveled often to Calcutta.  It was originally written in Bengali.

cabuliwallah
The correct term is Kabuliwala.  It is the name of a story written by Rabindranath Tagore.  It tells the story of a merchant
in Kabul who traveled often to Calcutta.  It was originally written in Bengali.

caburé
It is a word of Guarani origin.  It is the name of a small owl.  It is also called owl.  It belongs to the genus Glaucidium and
the family Strigidae.  Without several species (Brazilian Owl, Bolivian Owl, Andean Owl, Patagonian, Minor, etc)..  Name
of a typical food of Paraguay, based on corn and cassava. 

cabuya
It is another common name for agave or maguey.  It is also the name of the vegetable fiber that is obtained from the
same plant. 

cabuz
cabuz is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Cabus" being its meaning:<br>The word I think is poorly written
and referenced Cabus. In Cuba, cabus, is the car of a train, especially that used for the transport of sugar cane.

caca
In Colombia, it is the same thing that poop, shit, human excrement, feces.  Manure.

cacachí o cacachín
Cacachi, cacachin, cagachi, or sandfly are common names for a dipteran insect (mosquito).  Its scientific name is Culex
ciliaris and belongs to the family Culicidae.  They also say cagarropa.



cacacho
It is a surname of Indian origin in Guatemala and in the Peru.  In Colombia, it exists as Capacho.  It means in Mayan.  In
the Peru say kakachu or cacacho (words of quechua origin) to the small parrots to parakeets, parrots.

cacafobia
Stool droppings or stool is an aversion to feces. 

cacahuete
It is one of the common names of a plant of the Fabaceae family and its fruits, used mostly in Spain.  In America it is
also called peanut, the word is of Nahuatl origin and means cocoa of the earth (tlalcacahautl).  This plant is also called
peanuts or manduví, chuqupa. 

cacalas
Cacalas is a name that you from in Mexico to the dry seeds of Leucaena, the Leucaena leucocephala is a shrub in the
family Fabaceae and produces a seed similar to the lentils that are dried and are edible.  They also say Huaje, Peladera,
Liliaque, or gauge.

cacalosúchil
Is one of the forms of Mexicans to call cocoa 40 flowers; Teobroma 41 cocoa; , with which prepare various drinks as
tejate and bu '' pu, pozol, popo, etc.

cacaotero
It means related to cocoa.  Also that grows or trades with cocoa.

cacaraco
In depth is the loud singing of a hen crowing.  In Chile is any clothing thick used to protect themselves from the cold.

cacareado
It means announced with much dawn, trumpeted with a lot of aspaviento.  It is an inflection of cackling, which means
bragging, vainglorying, bragging.  Tout, announce.

cacarizo
It's a way as in Mexico call rennet, callus, book, wipe, or belly.  It is part of the stomach of the beef to prepare dishes
with callus or scarred diced.  In Colombia we say Mondongo.

cacata
It is the name of a locality in the Dominican Republic.  It is in Tamboril, Province of Santiago.  Also right there is one of
the common names of a class of tarantula.  Big, hairy spider, besides being very poisonous.  Its scientific name is
Phormictopus cancerides.  It belongs to the family Theraphosidae ( Tarantulas ).  It is also known as a hairy spider or
giant tarantula from Hispaniola.  It feeds on small birds and lizards.  In Haiti it is called Spider Crab or Araignée-crab.  By
extension ugly woman, woman who lacks beauty.

cacaté
They are the edible fruit of a tree known as Cachichin, Cacachi, or Cacachin, its scientific name is Oecopetalum
mexicanum of the Icacinaceae family.



cacau
It is another way of saying you cocoa.  Fruit from which chocolate is extracted.  The name of the tree is cocoa, cocoa or
cacau ( formerly said kakawa or kakaw ) and its scientific name is Theobroma cacao, and belongs to the family
Malvaceae.  It is of American origin and it was cultivated since about 3500 years ago.  Cocoa.

cacaxte
It is a term of Nahuatl origin used in Mexico to designate a wooden frame that used to transport fruit or food in general. 
Tables or angarilla ladder.  It can be considered synonymous with box, crate, guacal or basket.  Amount of food or fruit
that fit into this container (canastada).

cacaya
It is an ingredient in several tortillas and beverage used in Mexico, are the flowers of Agave, Mezcal or Maguey ( In
Colombia the plant we say Pita, sisal, sisal )

cacerolazo
Hit with a saucepan.  Repetitive noise that is generated by hitting a saucepan with a stick or spoon.  Noisy form of
protest by sounding saucepans with a continuous golepeteo.

cacha
In Colombia means friend, brother.  parce, partner, llavería.  Beloved companion.  It also handle, part of the tool where it
is seized, handle.

cachaco
Sorry Alfredo, but that is not the meaning of cachaca.  Although if you want to refer to the people in Colombia and
especially to the people of Bogota.  COP means educated person of refined language, dressing elegantly.  Thin, refined,
elegant, educated, cultured, elegant.  It is a refinement that has been losing since Bogota is now very cosmopolitan, but
traditional families still retain traits of that refinement and fine tag.  Because of that Bogotá was called the South
American Athens.  On the other hand, COP is a kind of small banana also said that banana or popocho.

cachafú
In the Dominican is a big kill, a stirring of large and old, old gun.  They also tend to say cachafuz or chachafus.

cachagua
cachagua is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Cachagua; is proper name )" being its meaning:<br>In
Mapuche language means place of pastures, Prairie ( Kachuwe ).  It is the name of a town in Chile, in the municipality of
Zapallar, in the region of Valparaiso.

cachama
It is the name of a fish in Colombia, something like the Piranha, but larger, its flesh is exquisite.  Other common names:
grouper, black pacu, tambaqui, pacu, morocota.  Its scientific name is Colossoma macroporum (for the black tambaqui)
and Piaractus brachypomus (the Red tambaqui), also say pirapitinga.  It belongs to the family Characidae.

cachamal
In Chile it means slap, slap, hit in the face of another with the Palm of the hand, his hand, carpeting, slap, smack.



cachanear
In Chile it means insisting, persisting, porfiar.  It also means dribbling, dribbling, dodging, cheating or bending an
opponent in various contact sports (soccer, basketball) 

cachanga
In Argentina is arepa, fried cake.  A delicacy that usually accompany the mate.

cachano
Alias of a drug trafficker, also known as the "King of the Submersibles".  His name is Óscar Moreno Ricardo.  Stage
name of a peasant singer from Boyacense, whose real name is Héctor Herrera.  He is the founder of the musical group
"Los Hipaquireños".  In popular slang, it means old shoe or broken shoe.  It is also an expression that means to ask for
help (albeit futilely). 

cachanos
To say that they have horns, horns.  Cuckold, breaker.  Is synonymous with demon, Devil, satan, evil, Satan.

cachaña
In Chile is the ability of a footballer to evade his opponents.  Melo, meleo, feint, gambeta, amague, dribbling, hitch,
Dodge.  It is also one of the common names of southern Parrot, whose scientific name is Enicognathus ferrugineus
belonging to the Psittacidae family.  It also has the names of parrot, Parakeet, austral parrot or Parrot cachaña.  The
cachaña is a parrot from the South American Southern Cone and the Falkland Islands.

cachapa
In Colombia and Venezuela it means arepa.  Shape rounded and flattened corn dough.  Corn arepa.

cachapera
In Colombia and venezuela, where they make or sell arepas.  Arepera, arepería.  A woman who makes or sells arepas.

cachar
In Colombia is the action or effect of fail, mistakes, not attend, absent.  It also means laze, wandering, loitering.

cacharpa
The correct term in quechua is Kacharpa, hispanicized in Ecuador and Peru is used as Cacharpa ( There is no c ) in
quechua language.  It means items of little value.  Pots, figurines, stuff, gossip and clutter.

cacharra
Female pot.  In Colombia old or deteriorated thing.  Tartana, tartala, old lady.  In Colombia it is also used to designate or
name a thing from which the name is not remembered.  Thing, object.

cacharrero
In Colombia it is owner or seller of a China shop.  Bisutero.  Who sells trinkets, gadgets, things cheap or of little value. 
In Colombia is also told crockery vendor, to the Peddler that sells pots, vases, tackle, snacks on a cart.

cacharrito



It is a term used in Colombia to designate junk, furniture or old vehicle, old, chéchere, caracha , carcacha , cacharro ,
tartala.  Obsolete object, old, of little use or useless.

cacharro
Especially in Antioquia and Colombia means anecdote, history, disappointment, frustration joke, disenchantment,
disillusionment.  Trinket, something of little value.  Something old and dilapidated.

cacharros
It is a word used in Colombia and has several meanings. Pots are the old or antique, also trucks damaged or
deteriorated.  By extension it is also said to any object or old or damaged appliance. Pots also in Colombia we ask each
and every one of the striking stories that take place us on a daily basis.  Humorous situations.  Each and every one of
the elements that are sold in a China shop ( Jewelry, things or items of low cost ).

cachas
Plural of cacha .  In Colombia it means friend, brother.  parce , parcero , keychain .  Endearing companion.  It is also
handle, part of the tool where it is grabbed, grip.  It is also the name of an Ecuadorian indigenous ethnicity.  They belong
to the Puruwá or Puruhá nation.  They live in the Province of Chimborazo.   

cachativa
In Chile it means mental acuity, intelligence, understanding, clarity, wit, skill, expertise, wisdom.

cachay
In Colombia and especially in the Department of Casanare is a surname of indigenous origin, of the étnia Sáliva.  In
Chile it means to understand, to understand, to realize.  In Quechua means loose, loose, un moored. 

cachaza
In Colombia is the liquor that is extruded or distilled from sugar cane.  Cane bagasse.  Babasa or baba of an animal,
especially horses, Bulls or cows.  Phlegm, pachorra, calms, parsimony, apathy, drowsiness, delinquency, foam,
espumarajo, shamelessness, chutzpah.

cachazo
In the Eastern Plains of Colombia means cornada.  Hit or wound caused by an onslaught of the stock, horned. 
Increased cacho, large cueno.  It is also a hit given with the handle or handle of the revolver.

cache
It is inflection of cachar, which in Colombia means to fail, to miss, to stop going, not to attend. 

cachelo
Chopped potato or potato on cooked helmets.  It is a way to prepare potato in Galicia.  It is an ideal companion for many
dishes. 

cachemira
It is the name of a vast region, which is in dispute between India and Pakistan.  The word as such means dried earth or
parched earth.  It is also the name of a type of fabric made from goat wool.  It is also called cashmere. 



cachera
In Costa Rica and Venezuela means liar, liar.  In El Salvador means very demanding, that asks for something with many
cravings or desires.  Moreover, in several countries it is a way of treating a woman or unfaithful person (with many other
pejorative and insulting terms).  Also cachera is a type of raw and ordinary clothing, special for work, almost always
woven in wool.  In Bolivia it is a type of long spur that is placed to fighting roosters.  In Colombia it is the antler of an
animal, also called caramera (especially in the Eastern Plains).  It is also a way of calling bovine Trypanosomiasis,
which is also known as drying, hollow or hollow puppy (disease in the horns of cattle).

cacherreria
cacherreria is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Pottery" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is pottery.
Colombia is a kind of business where they sell all kinds of items for the home. Variety store. Sale of all sorts of gadgets.
The crockery vendor store.

cachete
It means cheek, cheekbone.  It can also mean buttock, fleshy part. 

cachetero
Adjusted female inner garment that highlights the curves of the buttocks.  Cuckoos, tights.

cachetón
It is an augmentative of cheek.  In Colombia means big cheeks, plump, caron, plump, fat, pudgy.  Plump cheeks.

caché
It means distinction elegance, good bearing.  Refinement of a person .  Quotation of an artist in the entertainment
market.  In Colombia it can also be inflection of cachar, which means failing, missing, not attending class or a
commitment. 

cachibú
It is one of the names given in the Caribbean to a tree and especially to its resin.  Its scientific name is Bursera simaruba
, which belongs to the family Burseraceae.  It has many other common names, among others: mulatto, naked Indian,
chacaj, carate, tartar, jiote, jiñocuabo, encuero, chaká , almácigo . 

cachicamero
It means we hunt.  It is the name given in the Eastern Plains of Colombia to a dog specialized in hunting armadillos,
gurus or cachicamos.  Place where the horns or armadillos abound. 

cachicamo
It is a synonym of gurre, jerrejerre, Armadillo, armadillo, Armadillo in Colombia.  They belong to the family Dasypodidae
and the most common is the Dasypus novemcinctus.  It is an animal that is characterized by a shell.  The term is used in
the eastern plains of Colombia.

cachicamos
Plural of cachicamo .  In Colombia it is synonymous with armadillo, gurre, jerrejerre, quirquincho, tatú.  They belong to
the family Dasypodidae and the most common is the Dasypus novemcinctus.  It is an animal that is characterized by
having a shell.  The term is used in the Eastern Plains of Colombia. 



cachifa
You mean maiden, little lady, young lady.  Young woman, girl, girl.

cachifo
It is a very Bogota term which is almost not used already.  The real meaning is a young immature and something
repellent or foolish.  Boy, young, teen, pre-teens.

cachilapear
In Colombia's Eastern Plains is to steal cattle, commit abigeato.   It is also the criminal practice of adulterating, modifying
or altering the brand or figure of a cattle.

cachilapo
In the eastern plains of Colombia means Cimarrón, enmontado, wild, serrero.  Cattle that are raised free and away from
the Savannah, usually without number, no iron or unmarked and unknown owner.

cachilupi
It is a term of Chile and now little used.  Is synonymous with cachiluga, fun, entertaining, good, enjoyable, entertaining,
bacano, cool, cool, chori.

cachimba
It is a utencilio used for smoking, which consists of a reciciente Bowl and skinny or nozzle.  In Colombia we say pipe. 
Use of cut tobacco smoking hookah.  In Cuba it also means revolver.

cachimberboy
It has two meanings and truth are totally opposed. Mean Todero, errand ( making all ) and lazy, lazy ( that does nothing
). Use it in Nicaragua, Honduras and Colombia ( San Andres Island ).

cachimbero
In Colombia it can be a forest where the cachimbo abounds, which is a woody and ornamental tree.  You can also say
cachimbal.  The scientific name is Erythrina poeppigiana, and is also known as bucare ceibo, calves, pysamo, poró and
cachingo.  It belongs to the Fabaceae family.  Also cachimber can be the one who sells or uses cachimbas, which is
another way to call the pipes to smoke.

cachimbiar
Cachimbiar has several meanings in Colombia. It means punishing, rebuke or correct a child when it does damage. It is
bundling the monkfish or cut tobacco for pipe, smoking. Cachimbiar is also harvest and consume the Cachimbo, also
called Balu, Chachafruto, Baluy, bean Nopaz, Nupo or bean, whose scientific name is Erithrina edulis. It is a giant-sized
bean.

cachina
It means ball, marble.  It is a small crystal or ceramic sphere that is used for playing.  Bolinche , piquis , toloncha , corote
, bochita .  In Peru, it is also a kind of cheap fermented wort liquor.   . 

cachipay
In Colombia is the name of a municipality that belongs to the Province of Tequendama and the Department of



Cundinamarca.   It is also a way to call a palm tree and its fruit that is also known as chontaduro, pejibaye, pibá, pifá,
chima, tembe, pupuña, pipire, pijuayo.  Its scientific name is Bactris gasipaes and it belongs to the family Arecaceae.  

cachiporra
A drum stick.  Stick with bulge at one end.  Weapon contuntente, represented by a stick, stick, truncheon or bolillo.  
Porra, garrote, puzzle.  In Chile it means vain.

cachiporrista
It is a word used in Central America.  Means bastonera, woman who leads a martial band, palillona.

cachiporro
In Colombia Cachiporro was the derogatory term as it was called the militants of the liberal party. They were also told
collarejos.  His conservative opponents were called Goths.

cachiquel
It is the name of a Mexican ethnic group settled in the State of Chiapas.  It is also the name of the language that this
people speak.  Name of language derived from Maya in Guatemala. 

cachirre
In Colombia, especially in the Eastern Plains, it is a way to call the chin, slime or alligator of glasses.  It is an American
freshwater carnivorous reptile, living in rivers, swamps and swamps.  Its scientific name is Caiman crocodilus and
belongs to the family Alligatoridae .

cachirula
In Colombia cloth used by women to cover their hair and go to Mass.  Mantilla.

cachis
Cachis is a familiar way to say friend, brother, key, parce, corduroy, carnal, cacha. They are all very Colombian terms.
There is an attorney, environmentalist, composer and singer of music in Colombia, ( and friend mio ) call him " The 34
Cachis; Ortegon.

cachito
A small piece of something.  It's also a familiar term used affectionately (diminutive of cacho, meaning part of me. 
Cachito : little part of me ) .  Small portion of hair.  In Colombia it also means joint, marijuana cigarette. 

cachivaches
In Colombia it is a strangely shaped object that is difficult to define and name.  Unhelpful and low-value object.  Trebejo,
chéchere, trasto, coroto.  Also in Colombia is a chain of shops where they rent and sell typical costumes and costumes.

cachiyuyo
It is the name of a Chilean town in the Atacama Region.  It belongs to the Province of Huasco.  It is also the common
name of a plant that grows in desert areas.   In quechua language means salt plant or salobre plant. 

cacho



Extrusion bone they have in their heads some animals to defend themselves.  Singular horns.  ASTA.  Horn, Python,
punta, defense.  Indigenous musical instruments of wind, somewhat curved, sounds very similar to the horns or
trumpets.  Dice game which uses a kind of glass of leather or wood.  Part of a shaft in a car, located between the tip and
the rim.  In Colombia it also means bad experience, missteps and misfortune.  He is considered a symbol of infidelity.

cachoches
It means extremely quiet, squirted, super calm.  Undaunted.

cachol
Chicha.  Name that you are in Mexico to a drink prepared with fermented Hominy and has many times to flowers.

cachona
It means pots or big horns.  In Colombia it is also the name given to a type of ant that itches quite hard.  It usually leaves
a very painful pustule, producing blister with discolored skin.  Its scientific name is Solenopsis invicta.  It is also known
as red ant, candela or fire ant,

cachopo
Dry and hollow trunk of a tree.  It is also the name of a typical Asturian dish consisting of two large, thick and breaded
beef fillets between which Serrano ham and cheese are placed.  The word is of Latin origin and means vessel (derives
from caccabum). 

cachora
It is one of the common names of a Geko or lizard that lives on very dry sites.  Its scientific name is Lepidodactylus
lugubris is of the family Gekkonidae.  They also say mourner Geko cuija, Gecko, salamanqueja, it chora, kissing.

cachorra
It is the female puppy.  Daughter or breeding female mammals such as dogs, cats, Lions, or Tigers.  Breeding, puppy,
hijuela, stem, Bud, daughter.  Bear young are Cubs and the wolves wolf cubs.

cachorreñas
Plural of cachorreña .  It's the name of a soup in Spain.  It is prepared in hot water, soaked bread, with other ingredients
such as oil, garlic, red cornetilla or paprika, salt and vinegar. 

cachorreta
It is a marine fish that is also known with the names of mackerel, listing, scratching or bonito.  Its scientific name is
Katsuwonus pelamis and is in the family Scombridae.

cachorrita
Diminutive puppy.  Breeding of any small and female animal.  Newborn breeding.

cachorrito
Diminutive of puppy.  It means son, small calf, tiller, offspring, offspring.

cachó



In Colombia, inflection of cachar, which means fail, do not attend, miss ( layer class). 

cachón
It means it has horns or big horns.  In Colombia way to call an unfaithful man or victim of infidelity.  Unfaithful, cuckold. 
It is also one of the common names that a South American platyrrhine primate receives.  It is also called cornmonkey,
cappuccino, hard-headed cappuccino, whistler, whistler monkey, monkey fall.  Its scientific name is Sapajus appeals
and belongs to the family Cebidae.

cachucha
It means roof, porch, roof.  Cap.  Kind of hat that has a visor in the front.

cachuchazo
In Colombia is a tool blow with a hat, a Cap.  Gorrazo.  Interpretation of a type of dance in Andalucía.

cachuinero
The correct term is cahuinero.  It means a person that weapon or spreads cahuines.  Cahuines want to tell lies, gossip,
tangles, riots and malicious comments.  The word cahuin is of mapuche origin.  This term is used in Chile.

cachulero
It is a bit similar to a cage.  Caveolae, gayola, cage, caged, mesh.

cachuleta
In Spain it means semi-liquid excrement, liquid or loose faecal matter.  It is equivalent to diarrhea or churrias in America.

cachumbo
In Colombia it means crespo, curl, loop, waving hair.  In aviation it is an acrobatics also known colloquially as curl or
tirabuzón.  Round trip. 

cachumbos
Plural of cachumbo .  In Colombia risos, crespos , Strips or sashes of ensorted hair.

cachureco
In Central America and especially in Honduras it means conservative on political matters, traditionalist.  It can also mean
crooked, sloppy, deformed.  person who lends himself to commit crimes.

caci
CACI is incorrectly written and should be written as "CACI is an acronym." being its meaning:<br>CACI is the acronym
of the film authorities in Latin America Conference. Recently signed an agreement with the CAACI which is the direction
General of cinema of the Ministry's property and cultural activities and the tourism of Italy ( Film Direttore Generale of
the Ministero per i Beni e le Attività Culturali e tourism d; 41 Italy;.

cacicazgos
Form of government that was and is common among our indigenous people.  Governments where the highest authority
is a Chieftain (although today they also use the term Governor).  By extension, we use the term to define in a derogatory



way the command or authority of the people's gamonales (gamonalism), people who impose their criteria based on
economic or influence capacity.  It can be considered in a certain way synonymous with leadership, directing, head,
mandate, government.

cacique
It is the name given to the leaders or rulers of a native tribe in South America.  By extension currently used to designate
the warlords or political leaders and the people gamonales.  It is also the name of a very common birds, also known as
Jays.  Its scientific name is Cacique-rumped and belongs to the family Icteridae.

caco
In Colombia is synonymous with robber, thief, pickpocket, offenders, rat, Kleptomaniac.

cacofrasia
Language defects.

cacomistle
It is more indicated to use cacomixtle.  It is one of the common names of a raccoon-like animal.  It is also called rintel,
basáride, basarisco.  Its scientific name is Bassariscus astutus and it belongs to the family Procyonidae.  The word of
Nahuatl origin and means medium, similar (tlaco, claco) and mixtle (cat): similar to a cat, half cat, similar to cat.  

cacomixtle
It is a small carnivorous mammal of the family Procyonidae.  It is also known as cacomiztle or cacomistle, rintel, chicon,
striped monkey, goyo, güilo and siete rayas.  Its scientific name is Bassariscus astutus .  In the Nahuatl language it
means half lion or half feline. 

cacona
It is a very elegant or gala type of children's wardrobe.  In other countries it's called a sailor's suit.  It is used on very
special dates as a baptism.  This term is used mostly in the Dominican Republic. 

cacophis
It means ugly or bad snake.  It is a genus of snakes in the family Elapidae.  They are found in Australia and other parts
of Oceania.

cacosmia
Cacosmia means evil odor, unpleasant odor, foul smell.  disgusting smell.  .  In also the mania feel pleased for odors.

cacófago
Animal that eats things that can repugnant a human being by its smell, taste or appearance (Caco means bad, ugly,
disgusting and phage is eating).  In Portuguese, it is cacopage who has difficulty pronouncing certain words.

cacreca
Female poop.  In Colombia means old, old, achacosa, squat, emaciated, obsolete, enclenque.  That it's foolish for old
age.  When it comes to an object, a vehicle or furniture, it means ramshackle, rickety.  Chéchere, pot.  Offensive term for
an elderly woman.



cacreco
In Colombia means old, old, squat, squat, emaciated, emaciated, obsolete.  That he's foolish for old age.

cacua
In Colombia it is the name of an indigenous people of the Amazon basin, especially settled in the Departments of
Vaupés and Amazonas.  It is also called Kakua.  Surname of a Colombian professor and historian, whose full name is
Antonio Cacua Prada.  Professor Cacua was born in San Andrés. 

cacuja
It means cream that forms in milk by boiling it.  Kakuja, so with k , is the name of a Japanese anime that is cannibal and
carnivorous.  The word means brilliant.

caculo
It's a kind of insects that have hard wings.

cacumen
In Colombia it means head, skull and brain.  Also knowledge, science, wit, wisdom, understanding, intelligence.

cacure
Especially in Maracaibo in Venezuela, mean diaper, hive, nest of wasps, Hornets,

cadalso
Mean execution platform, scaffold.  gallows, torture, punishment, penalty, guillotine.

cadena
Linear succession of several elements linked to each other.  A series of links linked together, usually metallic, used
mainly for tying, fastening, holding or adorning.  Chained or joined elements.  Surname of Spanish origin.  Shackle, wife.
 

cadenas troficas
The correct term is trophic chains, with tilde.  In biology or ecology is sequential chains of nutrients in nature or in an
ecosystem or food chain series.   Chains running along a nutrient between biological communities.

cadencia
They are the movements or sounds that are repeated regularly, measured and uniformly.  Repetition of phenomena that
are repeated on a regular basis.  Rhythm when walking, compass.  In literature, it is the distribution or combination of
accents and pauses in a verse or of the words and themes in the text of a prose.  Compass, rhythm, measure, step,
consonance, movement, harmony. 

cadera
It is the name of each of the joints where the thigh bone (femur) of each leg meets the pelvis.  Rump , haunch , drupe . 
Buttocks.  rengadero . 

caderaje



Relative to the hips.  Set of muscles that make up the hips.  Buttocks, butt. 

caderas
Plural of hip .  It is the name of the joints where the thigh bone (femur) of each leg meets the pelvis.  Rump , haunch ,
drupe .  Buttocks. 

cadetadas
Own an inexperienced, hazing, bunuelada action.  Mistake of novice or beginner.

cadiera
It is a word of Portuguese language which means Chair.

cadil
Ecuador is a group or an institution specializing in training courses for auxiliary nurses, in Loja.

cadiz
The correct term is Cadiz, tilde.  It is the name of a city and a province in Spain.  It is also the name of a city in the
Philippines and several cities in the United States (California, Kentuchy.  Ohio, Indiana, Wisconsin.  Name of a very
famous neighborhood of Ibagué, Colombian city.  Name of a Mars crater.  Name of a professional football team in
Spain. 

cado
It means burrow, lair, animal nest.  Place where wild animals are sheltered and bred.  refuge 

cadoiro
It is a word of the Galician language and means chair, seat.  Also in the same language it means waterfall, waterfall,
waterfall.  Name of a business center in Santiago de Compostela, where they rent offices and event rooms. 

caedizo
The correct term is caidizo.  In southern Colombia and especially in Cauca and Nariño, it means artisan ceiling,
makeshift roof. 

caequesa
caequesa is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Caqueza" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is Caqueza.
 It is the name of a municipality in the Department of Cundinamarca in Colombia.

caer
Losing your balance.  Move down any object, heading towards the center of the earth due to the action of gravity. 
Losing height.  Rush ashore. 

caer bien
In Colombia it means generate a good concept in others, make you feel pleased or attraction.   Please, attract,
sympathize, love.



caer el mundo en cima
fall world in cima is incorrectly written and should be written as "Drop you the world over" being its meaning:<br>The
correct phrase is " Fall over 34 world; best 0 " Fall worldwide over " It means that all a conglomerate assembled is
against what he thinks or says a partner. Widespread opposition. Being attacked by a whole community.

caer en saco roto
It means that it is not taken advantage of, that it is lost.  Discarded benefit, missed opportunity to obtain an achievement
or benefit.  Which was not helpful.  Waste, waste. 

caerle a alguien una gorda
fall to someone a fat is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Fall fat, fat fall." being its meaning:<br>The
expression " Fall fat " or " Fall fat " in Colombia means the person that we talk about dropping us wrong, it is unpleasant,
that we not got with her.  Means bothers me, you dislike me, me Muller.

caersele el pelo
The correct term is dropped hair, with tilde.  It means suffering from baldness or alopecia.  Lose your hair.

caetano
The correct term is Caetano.  Name of male in Portuguese, equivalent language in Spanish Cayetano.  It means the big
stone and is of Latin origin.  In Italian it is Gaetano.

caetofobia
It is the irrational fear of hair or very hairy people.  Fear in general of hair or hair. 

caetra
It was the name of a small circular shield class used by the pre-Roman peoples of the northern Iberian Peninsula
(Luistanos, Iberians, Celtiberians and Cantabrians and Galaicos).  Aspis, hoplon. 

caf
It was the acronym for the Andean Development Corporation, now called CAF-Latin American Development Bank.  It is
also an acronym for the African Football Confederation.  It is also an acronym for a drug known as Cyclophosphamide. 
It is one of the tribes that makes up the Kurdish people.  Name and acronym of a Spanish company that builds trains
and railway materials (Construcciones y Auxiliar de Ferrocarriles ).  CAF is also an acronym for the Forest Management
Council.

cafar
In Argentina it is The Pharmacists Fund or Pharmacists Forecast Fund.  Social Security Fund for Professionals of
Pharmaceutical Sciences of the Province of Buenos Aires .

cafeína
It is the name of a very strong alkaloid with a bitter taste.  belongs to the xanthine group and is found in coffee.  It is
central nervous system stimulant and acts as a psychoactive drug. 

cafeínas
The caffeine are of plant origin. Plural of caffeine.  It is an alkaloid from the Group of xanthines.  Bitter taste, it acts as a



psychoactive and slightly stimulating drug.  Found in coffee, but you may have other names depending on the plant from
which it is extracted.  Protein, if extracted from tea, Mateine if extracted from Yerba Mate, or Guaranine if extracted
Guarana.

cafetera
It means related to coffee.  Machine that is used to prepare coffee.  it's another way to call a Colombian woman.  Area of
Colombia where coffee is grown.  Farmer dedicated to the cultivation of coffee.  Person who drinks a lot of coffee. 

cafetero
It means related to coffee.  Farmer dedicated to the cultivation of coffee.  It is another way of referring to a Colombian. 

cafetín
Diminutive of coffee.  In Colombia bar of seedy (dangerous). 

café
Otherwise call the brown color.  Drink or tea prepared with beans roasted and ground coffee plant.  In Colombia we also
tell him coffee at a bar.

caffarena
It is a surname of Italian origin.  Surname of a prestigious Chilean textile merchant of Italian origin, whose full name was
Blas Caffarena Chiozza.  Name of a Chilean textile company.  

cafiaspirina
It is a drug produced by Bayer, is an analgesic indicated for intense headache. It is characterized by having 30% more
aspirin and 60% more caffeine, which enhances its effect.

cafiche
Person who exploits women by inducing them to prostitution and benefiting economically from this.  A person who
commits the crime of trafficking in women (improperly called white slavery).  Cool, macro, bastard, Pimp, pimp.

cafila
The correct term is cafila, always with tilde.  It is a group of people or animals that move in order and usually move to the
same side.  It can also be a group of things.  It is synonymous herd, caravan, clan, ethnicity, tribe, troop, troop, troop,
gang, horde, gang, crowd, peat, mob, plebe, kafila.

cafón
It means rude, rude.  Ordinary, coarse, uneducated. 

cafre
Very bad nature person.  Rough, beast, barbarian, fierce, uneducated, rude, Sheryl.

cafrería
It was also called country los Cafres or Cafreria British.  Thus was called the Group of Bantu peoples who inhabited the
regions of Natal and Cape, in the Eastern Region of South Africa.  Cologne or land of the Xhosa in South Africa.  The



word is of Arabic origin and means uneducated, uncivilized, uncouth, South African blacks.

cagada
Colloquially and vulgarly in Colombia means unforgivable error, garrafal failure, unfortunate waste, gross misconduct,
severe error, notorious pifia, slip, desatino.  Inflection of shitting (a term we consider vulgar), which means evacuating
the intestines, defecating, excreting.  In our country it is more common to say dirty.  Proceeds of belly evacuation. 
Excrete, dirty, faecal matter.

cagajón
Manure or poo of equines.  Shit or horse droppings.

cagalera
In Colombia is a colloquial way of saying churria, diarrhoea, indigestion.  By extension used to say fear, fear, fright,
terronera, horror, AWE.

caganidos
It is the name given to the last, smaller or lesser flock.  Bird or small pigeon of the brood.  Youngest son of an offspring
or family.  Skinny, enclenque, stunted person.  Cuba.

cagarruta
In Colombia is a synonym for thing or small object.  Some animal dung that is few dimensions or in the form of pellets,
as the bird or sheep, rabbits, mice and goats.  Guano.

cagarrutero
Place full of cagarrutas.  In Colombia we say cagarruta to the faeces of poultry.  Manure, dung, poposeadero.

cagarse
It means spreading fecal matter.  Get poished on clothes, do not control sphincters.  In Colombia, in a colloquial way to
be frightened, filled with terror or fear.  It also means damaging, throwing, spoiling, deteriorating. 

cagavino
It is a variety of fish called palometa or pampanito, typical of the Mar del Plata region.  It's not edible because it releases
some toxins.  Its scientific name is Stromateus stellatus and belongs to the stromateidae family)

cagayanes
It is the name of a Filipino province north of Luzon Island.  It is very important because it is very close to Taiwan and
southern China.  name of a Filipino river in that same region.  During Spanish rule it was called Nueva Segovia.

cagones
It's a vulgar way of referring to young children.  Infants, toddlers.  Plural of cagon.  It is also a way of referring to the
offspring of various types of animals, especially baby birds. 

cagón
In Colombia it can mean person who suffers from stomach sickness, immature person or also fearful.  It is a way of



calling the pigeons or young of the pigeons.  Child or infant in a derogatory manner. 

caguajasa
It is one of the common names that in Cuba give to the wild passion fruit or wild patch.  It is also called tumbapalitos,
gyirito de passion, passion.  Its scientific name is Passiflora foetida and belongs to the family Passifloraceae.

caguama
In Colombia we tell loggerhead turtle marina big enough.  Also referred to by the names of Cayume, boba, loggerhead
turtle.  Its scientific name is Caretta caretta and belongs to the family Chelonioidea.  In some countries it is also said in
colloquial way loggerhead to the giant bottle, 1 liter beer beer.

caguamanta
It is a typical Mexican dish that is prepared with loggerhead ( 41 marine turtle; and manta ray.  Since the loggerhead,
which is the turtle that is endangered is almost no longer prepared as originally.  Also known as loggerhead, Cayume or
loggerhead ( Caretta caretta, the family Chelonidae ) ,

caguamón
It is the augmentative of loggerhead ( A sea turtle ).  Giant bottle of beer.

caguane
In the Plural, Caguanes is the name of a national park in Cuba, the name of a peninsula in the same area and the name
of one of the islets in stone keys.  It is also the name of a key, a village and a hill.  Caguán or caguane is the common
name of which is given in Cuba to sea shells.  Cahuane, was the name of a pre-Columbian indigenous people settled in
Argentina.

caguara
The Cahuara or caguara is a scavenger fish of river of the Amazon basin, which is also known as piggy's River or
catfish.  Its scientific name is Pterodoras granulosus and belongs to the family Doradidae.  The timbuche of cahuara is a
very appreciated in Iquitos (Peru) dish during Holy week,

caguayo
It is a greenish lizard who lives among the foliage of the trees.  Lizard, lizard, iguana.  It is a term of Caribbean origin. 
Cuba is also the name of a foundation that promotes arts such as sculpture, murals, ceramics and cast parts.

caguera
You want to say cagadera, cagalera, diarrhea, bad stomach.

cagú
The name cagu or better yet kagu, corresponds to an endemic bird of new caledonia, whose scientific name is
Rhynochetos jubatus and belongs to the Rhynochatidae family.  Their plumage is very bright grey.  They also say you
bright bird.  The kagu almost does not fly, remains mostly on the ground.

cagüen
It is the apostrofada form of "... I cago in...  " widely used in Spain. It is an exclamation of anger and protest. It is not
used in Latinoamerica.caguen or Caguem is a way to call the loggerhead turtle or turtle Carey ( Scientific name Caretta



caretta ) in the basin of the Caribbean Sea.

cagüiye
In Bolivia, caguiy is the name of a porridge without salt.  Chicha of maize.  Also caguiye.

cahokia
City founded by Indians or aborigines of Illinois, made almost 1,000 years, on the banks of the Mississippi River.
Cahokia was also the name of one of the tribes of the Illiniwek Indians, who lived in that area. He is believed that the city
reached up to 15,000 inhabitants, made major constructions and made human sacrifices.

cahuaha
There is also Caguagua.  It is a Cuban surname.  It is believed to be of African (Bantu) origin.  It is also a Cuban town in
the Villa Clara region. 

cahuayote
It is a wild plant of edible fruits.  Its scientific name is Pileus mexicanus ( or Jacaratia mexicana ) It is the family
Caricaceae.  like everything in Mexico receives many names depending on the region: mountain Papaya, bonnet,
cuaguoyote, kunché, Milky.

cahuelche
In Mapuche language it means dolphin man.  Dolphin persona.  It's a mythological being of the chilotas.  It is also called
Cahuella.  Chilean dolphin, black dolphin or tonine ( Cephalorhynchus eutropia ) of the Family Delphinidae .

cahué
It is a Spanish surname, origin Mallorcan.  The Dra.  Mila Cahué Gamo is a psychologist who has published several
books and Jordi Cahué a renowned photographer.

cahuic
cahuic is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Cauich" being its meaning:<br>Cauich is a nickname or " coco
kaba " " CA. " means " double 34, " 34 uich; means " face 34, i.e. " on two faces ". It is also a surname among the
Mayan descendants in Central America.

cahuín
Cahuin means lying, gossip, tangle, riot, malicious comment.  The word cahuin is of mapuche origin.  This term is used
in Chile.

caibiga
It is the name of an educational institution in Caloocan, Philippines (Caibiga National High School).  It is also the name
of a tree, the family of Oaks, which also tends to be called cagiga, cajiga, carba, horse.

caibil
The correct term is Kaibil.  Kaibiles is a group of special forces of Guatemala trained to fight gangs.  Each soldier of that
body is a Kaibil.  Plural Kaibiles.



caica
In Colombia we say Parrot to the cock of water or also called snipe, Turnstone, Common Sandpiper, Snipe, upland
Sandpiper, chochitas, anedotas you.   They are small, aquatic and wading birds.  They belong to the Family
Scolopacidae.  One of the most common species are the Parrot eriocnemis (Gallinago nobilis) and the common Parrot
(Gallinago delicata).  In some parts they also say Caicos to the blue Marsh, blue Caicos, coots or calamones.  These
very similar birds, belongs to the family Rallidae.  In Colombia, Venezuela and Brazil, the Parrot there is also a parrot,
Black-headed or Black-headed Parrot, parakeet which is also often called curicó or neighbourhood.  Belongs to the
family Psittacidae and its scientific name is Pyrillia parrot.

caicena
It is the name of a river in Almedinilla, Province of Córdoba, in Spain.  It is also the name of a street in that same
Spanish town. 

caico
Name the Greeks gave the river Bakir in Anatolia (ancient Turkey).  Name of a battle that occurred in the 241 d. (C).  in
Turkey between Pergameneos (Attalus I) and Galatians.  Name of a Colombian company that supplies construction
materials.  the Parrot male.  In Cuba, island or islet formed by the coral reef.

caifa
In Venezuela it means sly, cunning, ladino, marrullero, hypocrite, tunante, overlapping.

caifás
Name by which it is known according to the Holy Bible of the yern of Anas.  He was High Priest between the years 18
and 36 D. C.  , of the Jews and had succeeded Anas.  It belonged to the Sedúceos that is, Christians who did not
believe in the resurrection of the dead.  Both are regarded by Christian tradition as the culprits of the Crucifixion of
Jesus.  Its full name was José ben Caifás o Yosef Bar Kayafa . 

caigua
It is the name of a Venezuelan city of the State of Anzoátegui.  It was formerly known as Acuripacuar.  It is also one of
the common ways to call a creeping plant whose fruit is the cucumber of stew, caihua, qaiwa.  Its scientific name is
Cyclanthera pedata and belongs to the family Cucurbitaceae.

cailasa
Kailasa is also used, with K.  Name of a Hindu temple, also known as Kailasanatha or Kailash.  It is a monastery of
Ellora, Maharashtra State, India.

caiman
Cayman (without accent) is the name of a genus of lizards of the family Alligatoridae, to which belong the stifle joint and
alligators.  In Spanish, the correct term is Cayman (tilde).  Colombia is one of the common names of a lizard,
crocodile-like.  We also say alligators or alligator.  Usually used to designate all the lizards of the family Alligatoridae. 
Nickname of one of the first great goalies who had the Colombia's soccer team, is called Efraín "caimán" Sánchez.  The
a type clamp which has its elongated presses or with teeth or saw to grip better.  Handle or end of the battery cables.  In
loving oil slang.  Name in Spanish of some islands of the Caribbean, belonging to Great Britain.  "The Caiman" is the
name of a Colombian tropical song, a great legend (the caiman man).

caimán de anteojos
It is another common name of the chin, slime or cachirre, a reptile resembling the alligator, but smaller in size.



caimoni
It is one of the common names of a tree in Dominican .  Its scientific name is Wallenia laurifolia and belongs to the family
Myrsinaceae.  it is also called Macaw, Dominican Beauty, Camagua, Camao.

cainán
It is the name of the first Patriarch who is mentioned in the book of Genesis in the Bible.  It is also referenced as Qenan,
Oarai or Keinan.

cainotherium
It means beast of Caino.  It is the name of a genus of small extinct mammals that lived between the Eocene and the
Miocene.  They were similar to the current rabbits.

cainotofobia
It is the aversion to novelty or fear of movements or news. 

caipirinha
Name of a typical Brazilian liqueur.  Typical cocktail of Brazil. 

caique
It is a type of boat very light, bigger than a canoe or boat.  Rowing boat used for landing of the galleys.  Light boat
without cover.  Caique is the common name of a few colorful parrots belonging to the genus Pionites of the Pasittacidae
family.

cairel
It means fringe, bangs, ornament laces on some dress pieces.  Yarn, ornament, braid.

caireles
Plural of cairel .  It means fringe, bangs, ornament laces on some pieces of clothing.  Thread, ornament, braid.  Fringes,
bangs, ornaments, braids, threads.  

cairiris
Name of a Brazilian ethnic group that lived in the Borborema mountain range.  It is also the name of a tree in the
Amazon Basin.

cais
In Colombia plural of CAI .  These are the Immediate Care Centers, which the national police have, to deal with criminal
problems promptly.  They are usually taken in the first instance to criminals caught in flagrance. 

caída
Action or effect of falling or falling.  Inflection of falling or falling.  It can also mean slope, downward tilt, skirt.  stumble. 

caíllo
The term caillo or also caillou is a Gallicism, used in northern Spain meaning bald, alopecic.  It can also mean stone,
rock. 



caja
In Colombia it has many meanings.  It can be each of the cubicles of a bank where transactions are made, a container
of rigid material (wood, cardboard, plastic) cubicly where objects are stored and can be easily swed.  It can also be
called a complete dental prosthesis.  It is a small drum-like percussion instrument.  Instrument or container where the
shopkeeper or trader keeps the money.  We also say box to a coffin or coffin.  In mechanics, part of the mechanisms of
a vehicle where the speed change sprockets are located.  Entity where workers and their families join for benefits and
recreation (Compensation Fund).  It is the name of a river in the municipality of Tauramena in the Department of
Casanare.

caja de madera
It's a way of defining coffin.

cajarandas
cajarandas is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Jacaranda" being its meaning:<br>The Cajarandas is a
genus of about 50 species of trees and shrubs of the family Bignoniaceae. They are also known as jacaranda,
jacaranda, Gualandayes, Gandalayes or Tarcos.

cajero
Person that attends a box on the banks or that receives money from shopping in a store or warehouse, cashier in
Colombia and especially on the Atlantic coast is the person who touches the box ( percussion instrument similar to a
small drum, )

cajeta
Cajeta is a somewhat derogatory diminutive of box, caramel is a small box in which jewels are stored.  Cofre, basket.  In
Central America and Mexico is a sweet of milk sometimes burned with different additions or flavorings.  In the
Colombian coast wants to say use and abuse, use too much something (give milk caramel).  Wooden vessel in which
are collected alms for the Church.

cajetilla
Diminutive and derogatory box.  In Colombia it means small box, small package.  It usually refers to a pack containing
10 or 20 cigarettes.

cajeto
In Colombia it is the name of two very important tree species.  One is the Cytharexilum subflavecens, from the family
Verbenaceae.  We also call it quimulá, garagay, uruapo.  The other is the Trichanthera gigantea, from the Acanthaceae
family.  It also receives the names of quiebrabarrigo, motherofagua, nacedero, suiban , canicero, fune, yátago.  Both are
very important for reforestation especially in water births.

cajica
The correct term is Cajicá, with tilde .  It is the name of a Colombian municipality in the Department of Cundinamarca.  It
is very close to Bogota.

cajicá
It is the name of a Colombian municipality, which belongs to the Province of Sabana Centro in the Department of
Cundinamarca.  In the Muisca language means Cercado de Piedras . 



cajinicuil
It is another name you have Mexicans to Leucaena.  They eat even their seeds.  Jinicuil.

cajinicuile
It is one of the common names given in Mexico to a tree and its fruits.  It is also known as guama, guamo, jinicuile,
cuajiniquil, aguatope or guaba.  Its scientific name is Inga edulis and belongs to the Fabaceae family.

cajita
It is a diminutive of box.

cajota
Incrementative box.  Large box. 

cajón
Outside the correct definitions of Fede and Furoya, in Colombia it means acting in a way that harms another. 
Confabulation, betrayal, disloyalty, felony, infidelity, perfidy.

cajús
Plural of Cashew.  It is one of the common names of a tree and its fruits, it is also known as Cajuil, Marañón, Merey,
cashew.  Its scientific name is Anacardium occidentalis and belongs to the Anacardiaceae family.

cake
It is not a word in the Spanish language, but English and means cake, cake, cake, ponque.  Flour, with fat, cream and
sugar baked dough.  You can take fruit and other toppings.

cala
It is a small or medium flow watercourse.  It is a small or medium flow watercourse.  Riachuelo, pipe, cove.  In Colombia
it is a surname of Spanish origin.   In Spain, Cala is the name of a town in the Province of Huelva and the name of a
reservoir in the Province of Seville.  Piece or portion of fruit that is cut to taste it.  There are several plants called cove,
all similar and similar to the anturio.  Also cove is a small cove or a small bay.  Calar inflection, which means getting wet,
getting wet, drilling, holeing, trying, tasting, cutting.  In Colombia calar is also losing a kite because it bursts the rope or
becomes entangled in some obstacle.

calabacero
In America is a cultivated field of pumpkins or person who sells pumpkins.  Chalacal, chayotal, zapallal ( in Mexico, )  In
Colombia Ahuyamero, calabacero.

calabaciles
calabaciles is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Zucchini" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is Zucchini
( Cucurbita pepo ).  They resemble pumpkins but in the form of the plant that is creeping ( Family Cucurbitaceae ).  But
the fruits are elongated and look more to cucumbers.  Zukini, zucchini.

calabresa
It means originally from Calabria, Italy.  Calabria is an Italian region which is located opposite Sicily and from which is
separated by the Strait of Messina.  Its capital is Catanzaro.



calaca
In Mexico it is the graphic representation of death.  Allegorical character representing death.  Skull apocope .  Catrina,
skull, skeleton. 

calacha
It is a type of hat, usually made of cloth and worn by girls. 

calada
Type of socks that women use.  Middle evenings.  Socks in mesh fabric.

calafate
Seal of steppe and tar that covers the gaps in the hulls of the boats.  Plug.  It is also the name of a edible berry shrub,
which belongs to the genus Berberis and the family Berberidaceae.  They are also called mechay or michay.  There are
4 species and it is native to Chile and Argentina.

calafateos
They are the effects of caulking.  Fix or plugging holes in the joints of a boat so not him water.  He is done with oakum
and tar.

calagrañas
Argentina white grape of poor quality.  The white grape is used for producing Torrontés wine.

calakmul
It is the name of an ancient city of Mayan origin, which currently belongs to the State of Campeche in Mexico.  Its name
means city or site of two adjacent pyramids or mounds.  It is also the name of the archaeological site of the place and
the Biosphere Reserve. 

calaluz
It was a typical Indian type of boat.  It was small and similar to a canoe. 

calamar
It is the name of an 8- arms, 2-tentacus marine cephalopod mollusc.  The arms have very strong suction cups and have
the ability to camouflage very easily by changing color.  It belongs to the Teuthida Order.  In Colombia it is the name of
two municipalities one belongs to the Bolivar Department and another to the Department of Guaviare. 

calamaria
It means abusing plague.  It is a very abundant genus of non-venomous snakes in Southeast Asia.  It belongs to the
Family Colubridae.

calambechudo
You mean burly, gigantic, burly, tall and strong, vigorous.  That has the appearance of Gurty Lamb a football player from
Mauritius or any of his clan (Eumy, Curtis, all famous for his girth).

calambuco



calambuco is incorrectly written and it should be written as.  being its meaning:<br>In Colombia and especially in the
region of Urabá, calambuco is a jug or plastic drum where liquids are transported.  It is generally to transport fuel in
ships, boats or chalupas.  Plastic container.

calamero
Means of Calama.  Calameno.  Also mire, site of swamps, site where there are much silt, mud or swamp.  Calama
means between waters.

calamitosa
Disastrous, tragic.  You want to say something very harmful, very harmful, causing much damage.  Catastrophic,
devastating, ruinous, sinister, tragic, cataclysmic.

calamitoso
It means that it causes calamity.  catastrophic.  It causes misfortune.  Harmful, disastrous, disastrous. 

calamocha
It can refer to a color that is faint yellow ochre.  It is also the name of a Spanish municipality in the Province of Teruel.  It
dates from the thirteenth century. 

calamochazo
Porrazo, very strong fall.  It can also refer to a very large slaughter during a battle, such as the one that occurred in
Calamocha, Spain in the thirteenth century.  Paint ochre. 


